List of Pipes 2 Each

- Pipe labeled “A” quantity (2)
- Pipe labeled “B” quantity (2)
- Pipe labeled “C” quantity (2)
- Pipe labeled “E” quantity (2)
- Pipe labeled “F” quantity (2)
- Pipe labeled “P” quantity (2)
- Pipe labeled “N” quantity (1)

4 Quick release clips
12 Bungee Balls
4 small 10” bungee cords
4 tent pegs

List of Pipes 1 Each

- Pipe labeled “D” quantity (1)
- Pipe labeled “G” quantity (1)
- Pipe labeled “H” quantity (1)
- Pipe labeled “K” quantity (1)
- Pipe labeled “L” quantity (1)
- Pipe labeled “M” quantity (1)
- Pipe labeled “N” quantity (1)

Only use items required for banner being used, stow unused items back in the bag. Unless noted use both pipes that have a quantity of (2) listed upper left. This frame is adjustable to display the banners from the NSN outreach kits listed below. Instructions for assembly of frame are separate from this document.

The Earth & Moon Globe Banner from the Space Rocks Kit
Parts needed:
- All pipes labeled A, B, K, L, M, N, and P will be used for this size banner
- 3 quick release clips
- 7 bungee balls
- 4 tent pegs (if used outside).

Sun & Solar System Banner from the Exploring the Solar System Kit
Parts needed:
- All pipes labeled A, B, C, K, L, M, N, and P will be used for this size banner
- 3 quick release clips
- 9 bungee balls
- Four 10” bungee cords (if used outside)
- 4 tent pegs (if used outside)

Earth Time Line & Water Worlds Banner from the Life in the Universe Kit
Parts needed:
- All pipes labeled D, E, F, G, K, L, M, N, and P will be used for this size banner
- 4 quick release clips
- 4 bungee balls
- 4 tent pegs (if used outside)

Our Magnetic Sun Banner from the Our Magnetic Sun Kit
Parts needed:
- All pipes labeled H, E, F, K, L, M, N, and P will be used for this size banner
- Pipe labeled C (only 1 is used for this banner),
- 4 quick release clips
- 12 bungee balls
- 4 tent pegs (if used outside)